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PROGRAMME OUTCOME

POl: Obtained knowledge on introduction, scope and methods in biotechnology.

PO2: Acquire information about structural and functional attributes of Prokaryotic and
Eukaryotic cells.

PO3: Leamed the structural organization of ckomosome, gene and genome.

PO4: Explored working principles ofvarious techniques used in biotechnology.

POS: Gained awareness about the application ofbiotechnological products.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

PSOI: Enabled knowledge on the fundamentals of biotechnology to understand the emerging

and advanced engineering concepts in life sciences.

PSO2: Obtained knowledge in domain of biotechnology enabling their applications in
industry and research.

PSO3: Empower the students to acquire technological knowhow by connecting disciplinary

and interdisciplinary aspects of biotechnology

PSO4: Recognize the importance of Bioethics, IPR, entrepreneurship, Communication and

management skills so as to usher next generation oflndian industrialists.

PSO5: Understanding the dynamism ofbiological sciences, technological changing needs are

to be felt, positive attitude to develop changes through the process of lifeJong leaming.
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SEMESTERI

Core I - Cell & Molecular Biologr

Course code: 17PBT01

COl : Understanding the prokaryotic and Eukaryotic cell.

CO2: Discussing in detail the cell membrane and function.

CO3: Understanding the structural and fi.rnctional organization ofcell organelles.

CO4: Gaining knowledge for cell to cell signaling.

CO5: Examining the cellular basis of differentiation

Core II - Biological Chemistry

Course code: I7PBT02

COI: To make students have a strong foundation in chemical biology.

CO2; To introduce them to metabolic pathways of the major biomolecules

and relevance to clinical conditions.

CO3: To correlate Biochemical process with biotechnology applications.

CO4: To discuss the significance of various metabolic processes occurring in

biological systems.

CO5: To evaluate of both hormones and enzymology and also its medical

importance in the human life.

Core III - Microbiology

Course code: 17PBT03

COl: Understanding the landmarks microbiology, sterilization and principle and working if
microscopes.

CO2: Get in depth knowledge of microbial diversity and growth curve of microbes

CO3: Know microbial diseases and host pathogens interactions by microbes.

CO4: Examine on epidemic and pandemic diseases.

CO5: Leamed agricultural and environmental microbiology

Elective course I - Food & Agricultural Biotechnology

Courte code: 17PBTE02

COI: Acquiredinformatio
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CO2: Obtained knowledge on fermented food products such as beer, dairy products and

preservation of food materials.

SEMESTER II

Edc course - Entrepreneurial Microbiology

Course code: ITPDAMEDI

COl: Understanding the importance of microbial population.

CO2: Get in depth knowledge of microbial diversity and gowth curve of microbes.

CO3: Know microbial diseases and host pathogens interactions by microbes.

CO4: Explored knowledge on small scale fermentation.

CO5: Leamed agricultural and environmental microbiology.

Core VI - Immunology and Immunotechnology

Course code: 17PBT04

COl: Obtained knowledge on type of immunity & immunological response, different,

organs involved in immune systems.

CO2: Gained information about principle of antigen and antibody interactions and its

diagrostic applications.

CO3: Acquired awareness of MHC antigen processing and presentation and the elaborate

the process of T cell and B cell activation.

CO4: Understand function and properties of cytokines and complement components in

immune response, hypersensitiviry reactions and different types of vaccine.

CO5: Get depth knowledge on immune response against infectious diseases,

immunodeficiency and autoimmune diseases.

Core VII - Genetic Engineering

Course code: l7PBT05

COl: Understand theoretical knowledge in the genetic

application.

engineering enzymes and
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CO3: Get depth awareness about raw material preparation for fermentation.

CO4: Elaborate study agricultural and environmental microbiology.

CO5: Detailed knowledge on transgenic plant.
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CO2: Leamed basic concept of gene cloning and role of enzymes and vectors responsible

for gene manipulation, ransformation and genetic engineering.

CO3: Expanded knowledge on gene transfer methods and identiffing suitable host for

cloning and sequencing.

CO4: Acquired genomic library construction, hybridization and labeling technique

CO5: Obtained knowledge on transgenic methods, chromosome jumping and PCR and for

gene therapy.

Elective course tr - PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTEENOLOGY

Course code: 1TPBTEU

COI : Gained knowledge about the genetic and chromosomal disorder

CO2: Leamed information for the diagnostic and treatment of genetic and chromosomal

disorders.

CO3: Acquired information for the protein mode of action and pharmacodynamics.

CO4: Understand medical biotechnology and its application.

CO5: Get depth awareness of genetic diseases and molecular aspects related to human

diseases.

SEMESTER III

Core X - Plant Biotechnology

Course code: 17PBT06

COI: Acquired knowledge on plant tissue culture, lab, organization & nutritional

requirements of culture tissues.

CO2: Learned the technique of culturing tissues, single cells, protoplasts and cryobiology.

CO3: Leam large scale cloned propagation of plants through various micropropagation

techniques, production of secondary metabolites.

CO4: Understanding r-DNA technology, methods of gene transfer, molecular markers and

marker assisted selection.

CO5: Development transgenic resistant to biotic & abiotic & quality characteristics and

their role in crop improvement.

Core XI - Animal cell Science &Technology

Course code: I7PBT07

COI: Obtained knowledge on qnigal cells, scope and limitations of
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types and characteristics of cell culture.

CO2: Acquired information about infrastructure requirements for animal cell culture,

properties of animal cell culture medium and maintenance of asepic condition.

CO3: Understand the basic technique involved in animal cell culture establishment of cell

line, cloning & selection.

CO4: Ga depth knowledge on cytotoxicity assay, cryopreservation of cell lines and

establishment ofcell banks, biosafety regulations and bioethics.

CO5: Recogrize the dynamism of hematopoietic cells and tumor cells, tissue engineering

and stem cell technology and its application, gene therapy using embryonic stem cell.

Core - XII - Bioprocess Technology

Course code: 17PBT08

COl: Obtained knowledge on designing of bioreactors and control nec€ssary for

maximizing production.

CO2: Acquired information about selection and optimization media for production of

microbial metabolites.

CO3: Get depth knowledge in designing protocols for strain improvement and separation of

molecules after separation process.

CO4: Detailed aware of Invitro cellular growth process with in the industrial scale

bioreactor environment.

CO5: Explored information on various techniques for isolation, recovery and purification of

a protein and evaluate the outcome.

Elective course III - Plant and animal physiology

Course code: 17PBTE06

COI: Acquired knowledge on photosynthesis, co2 fixation mechanism

CO2: Leamed plant cell transportation, transpiration and unloading photo assimilation.

CO3: Obtained information biotic and abiotic stress factor of plants.

CO4: Undentanding respiratory and energy metabolism of plants.

CO5: Explored knowledge on animal physiology, endocrinology, hormones and diseases.

SEMESTER IV
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Core XV - Research Methodology and Biostatistics

Course code: 17PBT09
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CO2: Acquired information about research desigrr, experimental analysis and solution

finding for complex problems.

CO3: Get detailed understanding of statistical analysis mean, mode , median deviation,

skewness and kurtosis.

CO4: Explored additional information about correlation and regression and chi square test

CO5: Also get a knowledge on analytical vanance ANNOVA, statistical software SPSS,

Biplot analysis

Elective course IV - BIOENTREPRENEURSHIP

Course code: 17PBTE08

COI: Gained knowledge on biological databases which are implemented for human use.

CO2: Acquired information human resource development, leadenhip skill development.

CO3: Explored awareness on entrepreneur and its concepts.

CO4: Obtained knowledge on SSF and its development.

CO5: Get detailed information of institutional support and proj€ct approval etc.,

Core XYI - PROJECT

Course code: ITPBTPR1

CO 2: Student gathen individual research knowledge on biotechnology

field.

CO5: students are able to identifr novel secondary metabolites
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COI: Obtained knowledge on methods of research and communication skill development of
reports writing.

COI: The students should able to establish their innovative knowledge on the field of

biotechnology.

CO3: The students able solve unidentified problems in biotechnology industry.

CO3: Students establish their own ideas in to applicatron.
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